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AGENDA
HIGHWAY 93 SOUTH CORRIDOR PLAN
STEERING COMMITTEE
November 2, 2020
The regular meeting of the Highway 93 South Corridor Plan Steering Committee will be
held on Monday, November 2, 2020 at 2:00 p.m. via Webex.
To attend the Meeting and provide live comment via WebEx on your computer, tablet, or
smartphone, go to the following web address and join the meeting 5 minutes prior to its
scheduled start:
https://cityofwhitefish.webex.com/cityofwhitefish/j.php?MTID=m84b8e6f766c612d7d5eeaa4f1
8d9e7fc
Meeting Number: 146 892 7209
Password: B6a5n4a3n2a1
•

Join by video system
• Dial: 1468927209@cityofwhitefish.webex.com
Or
• Dial: 173.243.2.68 and enter your meeting number

•

For the Audio Conference Call option: call one of the numbers below and enter the
access code.
•
•
•

United States Toll call-in number: 1-408-418-9388
United States Toll Free: (From a land line phone) 1-844-992-4726
Access code: 146 892 7209

We encourage individuals to provide written public comment to the Planning & Building
Department hlindh@cityofwhitefish.org or deliver by 12:00 p.m. November 2, at City Hall in the
Utility Drop Box. Written comments should include name and address, and be short, concise,
courteous, and polite. All written comments received by 12:00 p.m. will be provided to the
Committee members. At the end of "live" public comment, city staff will read the name and
address of individuals providing written comments and their comments.

The agenda for the meeting will be:
A.

Call to Order

B.

Approval of Minutes from October 19, 2020 Meeting

C.

Further Questions/Input on Chapter 4

D.

Review Draft Plan Chapter 5

E.

Public Comment

F.

Next Meeting

G.

Adjournment

Principles for Civil Dialogue
• We provide a safe environment where
individual perspectives are respected, heard
and acknowledged.

• We are responsible for respectful and courteous dialogue
and participation.

• We respect diverse opinions as a means to find solutions
based on common ground.

• We encourage and value broad community participation.
• We encourage creative approaches to engage public
participation.

• We value informed decision-making and take personal
responsibility to educate and be educated.

• We believe that respectful public dialogue fosters healthy
community relationships, understanding, and problemsolving.

• We acknowledge, consider and respect the natural
tensions created by collaboration, change and transition.

• We follow the rules and guidelines established for each
meeting.

Highway 93S Corridor Steering Committee
DRAFT Meeting #20 Minutes
October 19, 2020
2:00 pm, WebEx Virtual Meeting

In Attendance:
Committee Members: Mark Pascoli, June Hanson, Steve Kane, Marilyn Nelson, Roger Sherman, Scott
Freudenberg (Justin Lawrence, John Muhlfeld, Ryan Hennen absent)
Staff: Dave Taylor, Hilary Lindh
Meeting called to order at 2:06 pm
Introduction of new Planning Board representative to committee, Scott Freudenberg
Approved motion for Steering Committee to meet remotely, as needed
Approved August 17, 2020 meeting minutes
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A.
B.
C.
D.
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E. Committee Review Draft Plan Chapters 4 and 5
M. Nelson was concerned about the issue identified on page 50 about the lack of small lease spaces for
starter businesses. She wonders what type of businesses need small lease spaces given the WB-2 zoning
intent and the permitted uses in the district. She thinks if this is an identified issue it might encourage
developers to build multi-tenant buildings that then cannot be filled or will be filled with nonconforming uses. She believes some of the tools listed in Chapter 5 seem to imply the desire for a
second retail district in the corridor. Staff clarified that the issue of small lease spaces came from the
economic development report. The types of businesses that might benefit from smaller lease spaces in
multi-tenant buildings are places to grab lunch and bank or financial type services where an employee in
the corridor could run some errands and have a meal without necessarily having to drive somewhere
else to do that. Independent restaurant start-ups or coffee shops need multi-tenant space whereas
formula restaurants usually build single tenant spaces. M. Nelson recommended explicitly stating those
are the types of businesses that would be potential tenants of the small lease spaces.
S. Kane appreciates the renderings included in the chapter because they help him visualize what the
corridor could look like. Staff provided some public comments received by phone about the Segment A
rendering including that it should depict a bridge where Spokane Avenue crosses the river, the existing
businesses should be shown where they are, and a second northbound driving lane should not be
shown. A discussion followed in which several committee members expressed concern that the
renderings are of known places, but existing businesses are not acknowledged. The location of existing
buildings is unlikely to change in the next 20 years, so if the renderings are specific to a place, they
should show buildings as they are now. Options to rectify are to make the captions more generic so as to
not tie the renderings to a specific location, or change the renderings to show actual buildings and focus
on the more realistic improvements that could be made such as adding boulevard trees and curb
protected bike lanes. D. Taylor added the renderings were only meant to show how best practices would
look over time. They were expensive so we would need to look at the budget before any changes could
be made to the drawings.
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J. Hanson commented on the density of development shown on the Segment B rendering without much
green space. S. Freudenberg noted that any development would have the green space and landscaping
required by the WB-2 zoning. D. Taylor stated that 30% open space would be required if developed with
a PUD, the types of development allowed are what is permitted in the WB-2 zoning district, and the
rendering doesn’t really show the planned extension of Whitefish Avenue to Greenwood.
M. Nelson mentioned that the bridge treatments could include flowers for the gateways. Heart of
Whitefish or a south corridor business community could take on the responsibility of maintaining that
component. She will send photos of ideas that could be included in the bridge sidebar.
S. Kane suggested adding bullets under Transportation Opportunities in both Segments A and B to
combine highway accesses, etc.
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M. Pascoli suggested the Vision statement for each segment be located completely at the end or else at
the start of each segment section. Committee members like the idea and staff will play with what that
might look like.
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The committee then discussed the Segment C section of the chapter. Regarding the opportunity to
purchase property around the Highway 40 intersection for preservation purposes, S. Kane suggested
acknowledging the development happening in the northeast corner of the intersection. Under the
annexation bullet, he suggested including the limitations to how far City water and sewer could be
extended in the future, since that is the main reason property owners would request annexation. Given
that Segment C is outside the City’s jurisdiction, M. Nelson asked that we focus on what we can do.
Include a call to action to the community regarding land acquisition. This will be included in Chapter 6,
which has the goals, objectives, and implementation actions.
Committee Review of Chapter 5 postponed to next meeting.

D

F. Public Comment
R. Fitzgerald stated that in the 2010 Urban Corridor Study, MDT did not prefer the Modified Alternative
C (Offset), it was one of two options. That alternative was only carried forward due to the cost of a new
bridge at 7th Street. She also commented that the statement the MDT has said a two-way cycle track
along Spokane Avenue is unsafe is misleading and there are ways to make it safer. It is a matter of
signage and the plan should not empower that opinion. She noted the Downtown Master Plan reason
for not supporting two northbound driving lanes is due to the potential bottleneck it would create at
Second Street. She pointed out the park concept on page 46, which she likes, would be affected by a
new bridge at 7th Street if constructed. On page 47 under Transportation Opportunities, the first bullet
that says there is an opportunity to have three driving lanes while retaining or adding more street trees
is not true. The Segment A rendering is counter productive and easily misunderstood. It should not show
a third driving lane, which is not consistent with the Downtown Master Plan. She agrees existing
buildings should be shown as is. A completely different rendering near the river crossing showing a new
bridge would be a better option. In Segment B there is a statement about several multi-family
developments adjacent to the highway; she says there are few and they are set back from the highway.
She sees the small lease space issue as inconsistent with the intent of the WB-2 zoning. She pointed out
light manufacturing was recently changed to be an administrative CUP and the bullet about it should be
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revised. The opportunity for landscaped medians should be moved to the top of the list. Finally, she
agrees there should be a call to action for Segment C, and it should include the City’s demand that the
County enforce its zoning.
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M. Flowers was unable to sign on to the meeting initially and she thinks there should be another
meeting to discuss the chapter. She agrees that in Segment C, if the City has an adopted plan, the
County is supposed to take it into consideration. The plan needs bold statements. She thinks the
Transportation Plan update, which just began its process, should inform the corridor pan with technical
information and the Corridor Plan should wait until that is done. And she would like to see the City use
some meeting platform other than WebEx. It was generally agreed that everyone had some issues with
WebEx.
Emails from two of online attendees indicated they were unable to raise their hand to comment during
the public comment period. Comments from J. Burks and P. Mormino submitted after the meeting are
attached.
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G. Next Meeting
Staff will send out Doodle poll to determine best date. The intent is to meet sooner than a month out.
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H. Adjournment – 4:20 pm
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paulette Mormino
Hilary Lindh
Comment on Oct 19, 2020 Hwy 93 steering committee mtg
Thursday, October 22, 2020 10:26:38 AM

I attempted to make public comment at the above meeting but did not get the opportunity. Therefore submitting by
email.
I understand but do not agree with the position of the Planning Director of the cost to change the drawings to be
more reflective of what the committee’s prior discussion of the 12 acres, right across from McDonalds; to show less
density and more green space as envisioned by the committee. However it is unacceptable not to revise the drawing
and should require a much more reflective drawing of what the public would want. Visual drawings do influence
the decisions of officials.
Looking at the surrounding area south of the parcel you will see already the growth presently and proposed in Apts,
condos, townhomes and single family buildings being permitted causing a crowded area in a small portion of WF.
To keep the beauty of the entrance into this beautiful city please leave more open space with additional trees. It is
important to change the drawing.
Also the concern by downtown Whitefish business owners not creating another WF shopping area and the Planning
Dept recommending restrictions to allow only certain businesses. This seems contrary to what is being develop in
housing north of 40 along the 93 corridor and on streets right behind 93. It would seem the city would encourage
salons, retail stores, restaurants etc. along this area so residence can walk for the services and entertainment they
will need and enjoy vs getting in a car or have to use mass-transit. Just go out their door and enjoy a beautiful walk
along 93 with trees and nice open space.
Paulette Mormino
Sent from my iPhone
EXTERNAL SENDER verified by City of Whitefish IT

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hilary Lindh
Hilary Lindh
Hwy 93S 10/19 SC mtg comments
Thursday, October 22, 2020 2:34:01 PM

From: Jody Burks
Sent: Thursday, October 22, 2020 2:30 PM
To: Hilary Lindh <hlindh@cityofwhitefish.org>
Subject: Hwy 93 comments
Hi Hilary,
First, I would like to commend you on trying to keep the panel on track. Also, I'm sure others have
commented on the website turning into a fiasco, and I hope better means of communication can be
found for the future. I totally lost all picture after one hour of the meeting, so I was unable to see
who was talking or have a chance to question anyone myself.
My biggest concern is that I get the impression that they desire to have almost no commercial
development on the south end of town. I have owned a large commercial property there for over 35
years, and the investment was made strictly as an investment for a future profit. I have paid a
considerable amount of taxes for that property, and in the meantime provided very low cost housing
arrangements for many. I also paid a very large sum to have city water extend to the south end of
my property. Some of the zoning changes made since my ownership have already removed some
allowable uses, which is a devaluation of the property. I heard several comments from members
and the two public speakers that they thought there should be a "Call for Action" to stop any more
devlopment in that area, and that the County interferes with the Whitefish Zoning. I can't imagine
what they think might be best for commercial properties at the junction of 2 major highways.
When I moved to Whitefish, the downtown area consisted of roughly 2 blocks of commercial space.
There were 2 hardware stores, a grocery store, a couple of drug stores, a few restaurants, a couple
of retail stores and several bars. It could easily have been described as 2 strip malls facing each
other. Yet, there seems to be a major dislike for ANY type of strip mall.
I could go on, but I hope I'll get the chance to voice my comments at future meetings.
Thank you, Jody Burks

5. RESTRUCTURING HIGHWAY
Draft
COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS
10.23.20
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5.0 History and Attributes of the “Strip”
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Most Americans are familiar with highway
commercial districts, commonly referred to
as commercial strips (or the “Strip”) since
they are linear in nature. They are lined with
free-standing stores, often built inexpensively
and with minimal visual distinctiveness,
surrounded by asphalt parking lots, accessed
by many driveways, advertised with large pole
signs more noticeable than their associated
buildings, generally with very little landscaping.
The properties sit on wide, multilane roadways
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with curb-gutter and narrow sidewalks.
Intersections have multi-phased signals with
left turn pockets which means wide crossing
distances and long waits between crossing
opportunities for pedestrians. The long,
undifferentiated corridors can be congested,
unsightly places.
Highway commercial strips developed
nationwide after World War II following the
introduction of federal home mortgage

“Stretching for miles in what seems
to be an undifferentiated landscape
of signs, driveways, parking lots,
and cheap buildings, the American
commercial strip is one of the most
exasperating and yet ubiquitous
urban forms ever created. Occurring in
nearly every settlement of any size in
the country, the strip is everywhere the
same and everywhere an eyesore”
– Brenda Case Scheer
Professor and Former Dean of
Architecture and City and Metropolitan
Planning at the University of Utah

types of businesses that located in the corridor
needed large lots for display and parking and
were not dependent on walk-in customers or
presence of nearby stores. The corridor serves
motorists and travelers but is also a recreation
destination (including a bowling alley, a ninehole golf course at one time, a climbing gym,
and fitness centers). Initially constructed as a
two-lane highway, the roadway was expanded
to five lanes in 1998 to accommodate increased
traffic volume.
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subsidies and expansion of the interstate
highway system. These nationwide programs
stimulated relocation of households to the
suburbs and driving became the primary way
of getting around. Commercial zoning was
applied nationwide along miles of roadways.
Abundant, cheap land meant inexpensive,
single-story buildings could be developed at
low densities. Buildings were placed to the
rear of lots to accommodate parking and signs
in front. The layouts tend to be unfriendly to
pedestrians and bicyclists.

Highway commercial districts serve a useful
purpose. They provide necessary qualities
some businesses need such as high visibility for
passing motorists (service stations, automotive
repair) and travelers (restaurants, motels
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In Whitefish the commercial corridor
developed over time. As large lots south of
downtown were annexed into the city, water
and sewer services were also extended. The
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and hotels), and easy access for customers.
They typically have abundant show space
(automotive or equipment sales) or loading
space (warehouse businesses, supermarkets,
large department stores, home and garden,
lumber yards) at relatively low cost. According
to real estate professionals, there is about a
20 percent cost savings for a business to lease
space in the corridor compared to spaces
downtown in the General Business District.
The purpose and intent of the Secondary
Business zoning district in the corridor is to
provide for retail sales and services which
typically need large display or parking areas,
large storage areas, and outdoor commercial
amusement or recreational activities. Mixeduse and multi-family development is also
appropriate. The district depends on proximity
to highways or arterial streets and may be
located in business corridors or islands.

Communities need a district that serves the
intent and purpose of highway commercial,
but often these districts come with the
undesirable aspects of the “Strip”. There are
several measures that should be implemented
to improve the corridor form and function.
They fall into two categories: tools to improve
the public right-of-way and tools to improve
private land use beyond the public right-ofway. The public right-of-way includes the
driving and turning lanes of Highway 93, its
shoulders, curb and gutter, sidewalks, and
landscaped boulevards. Private land use
occurs on properties to either side of the rightof-way zoned primarily for commercial uses.

Public Right-of-Way Tools
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The Secondary Business Distict has always
been intended to complement, but not
compete with, the downtown General Business
District. Because the cost of commercial space
in the corridor is somewhat less expensive than
downtown, there is the potential incentive for
businesses to relocate from downtown to the
corridor or to locate in the corridor initially.
To support the downtown business district,
the City has limited permitted retail uses in
the Secondary Business district to those that
need outdoor display space, abundant parking,
or visibility and direct access to motorists.
Personal services and retail sales and services
such as delivery and pick up, catering, event
planning, recreational guiding and outfitting,
personal training, tattoo, personal spa services,
shoe stores, general merchandise, clothing,
flower shops, book stores, and sporting
goods, among others, are not permitted. The
exception is the Mountain Mall in which these
uses and services are permitted as legal nonconforming uses. Currently, the mall has few
of these types of businesses and is struggling
to survive. It recently lost two anchor tenants:
a low-cost general merchandise department
store closed its Whitefish store in 2019, and the
movie theater closed in March 2020 in response
to the novel coronavirus pandemic and will not
re-open its doors. A large sporting goods store
remains as a solid anchor.

5.1 Tools to Improve
Form and Function of the
“Strip”
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The form, or the look, of the public right-ofway can be improved by breaking up the wide
expanse of asphalt that five driving lanes and
ten-foot shoulders entail. An intermittent
raised median with landscaping and additional
boulevard trees and shrubs would introduce
more color and vegetation to increase visual
interest. The utilitarian cobra-style lights
should be replaced with a more decorative
light such as those used on Highway 93 West
and at some point the overhead utility lines
should be buried. The look of the public
right-of-way should also be improved with the
addition of amenities for pedestrians, such
as benches, shade trees, public art, gateway
components, and pedestrian-scale lighting.
As part of identifying tools to improve the
function of the public right-of-way, Abelin
Traffic Solutions, Inc (Abelin) evaluated current
and projected traffic volumes and operational
characteristics of the corridor and considered
different roadway and lane configurations,
raised medians, and intersection control
including traffic signal spacing and potential
use of roundabouts. The full report is included
in Appendix C.
Abelin found in addition to improving the
look of the corridor, the installation of an
intermittent raised median with turning bays
and management of access to the highway in
Segment B would also improve the function of
the public right-of-way. Compared to two-way
left turn lanes, raised medians can improve
corridor safety and increase vehicle capacity.
Benefits include the following:
• Prevent crashes from vehicles

capacity by providing better access control
and consolidating left-turns;
• Provide space for landscaping and other
aesthetic treatments; and
• Provide space for additional roadway
lighting, signs and roadway guidance
A full conceptual plan for raised medians
and access management is available in an
attachment to the traffic report in Appendix
C. The concept for a raised median and access
management north of JP Road is shown left.
Further analysis will be needed on a propertyby-property basis to determine where medians
are appropriate and to preserve adequate
access to corridor businesses. The conceptual
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simultaneously merging from two direstions
into the center two-way left-turn lane. These
crashes can happen quickly and be severe
due to the closing speeds of the two vehicles.
Raised medians largely eliminate this type of
accident;
• Reduce the overall rate of vehicle crashes;
• Provide better pedestrian protection than
undivided roadways. Medians break up
crossing distance and providing a center
median refuge for pedestrians. Although
mid-block pedestrian crossings are not
encouraged at this time, the distances
between protected traffic signals crosswalks
results in pedestrians crossing the road at
mid-block locations anyway;
• Decrease vehicle delay and increase roadway

D

Existing Segment B right-of-way above, and potential for the segment below. The breadth of asphalt can be broken up with an intermittent,
landscaped median. Curb-protected bike lanes could be added to both sides, cobra lighting replaced with decorative lighting like that used on
Highway 93 West, overhead utility lines buried, pedestrian scale lighting and shade trees added, and sidewalks widened to at least six feet.
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Access Management and
Raised Medians

median plan does not account for new
projects approved and developed in 2020.

Raised median on Highway 93 North of Whitefish
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To complement installation of medians,
connectivity between adjacent properties
would need to be enhanced and highway
access shared. The number and frequency
of access driveways must be reduced to
limit the number of turning movements
onto and off the highway. The parking lot
at the southwest corner of 13th Street and
Highway 93 (next page) is a good example of
access that benefits thoroughfare capacity
and traffic flows. Access is primarily from two
cross streets with highway access limited to
right-in, right-out traffic.

Excerpt from Abelin’s conceptual raised median plan north
of JP Road– see Appendix C for full plan.
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Adding or lengthening existing acceleration
and deceleration lanes may also help
improve function on the highway. Increasing
the number of crossing opportunities,
adding mid-crossing pedestrian refuges,
and providing designated and protected
bike lanes could imporove function for
pedestrians and bicyclists. Expanding the
street network to provide alternative routes
can also help alleviate congestion.

Intersection Control:
Signal Spacing
Abelin recommended a future traffic control pattern
that ideally would include traffic control (signals or
potentially roundabouts) at quarter-mile intervals
at Highway 40 (existing), Great Northern Drive (new),
JP Road (existing), Park Knoll Lane (new), Akers
Lane (new), Greenwood Drive (new), and 13th Street
(existing). It also would involve the removal of the
existing signal at Commerce Street. Removal of that
signal could negatively affect access to Mountain
Mall, so future analyses of traffic control locations
should more thoroughly consider public access needs.
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Parking lot at the southwest corner of 13th
Street and Highway 93, with two-way access
from 13th and 15th Streets and right-in, right-out
access from the highway.

Signal Spacing Plan from Abelin Traffic Evaluation
Appendix C.
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Intersection Control: Roundabouts
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What is a Roundabout?
Roundabouts are circular intersections that reduce
traffic accidents, traffic delays and traffic speeds.
According to MDT, roundabouts are installed at
selected state roadway intersections to improve
safety and mobility. Driving in roundabouts is easy
and follows many of the same principles of other
traffic intersections. Roundabouts do not use stop
signs but often use yield signs to notify drivers to yield
to approaching vehicles already in the roundabout.
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Why a Roundabout?
A well-designed, strategically placed roundabout
improves
• safety: slower speeds and less conflict
points reduces the frequency and severity of
accidents (see conflict points in a roundabout
and a traditional intersection to the right);
• operations: delays are reduced due to the
smooth flow of vehicle traffic rather than the
stop-and-go traffic of normal intersections; and
• aesthetics:
the
central
island
can
be
landscaped to help beautify the intersection.

Abelin found roundabouts at 13th Street and JP Road would improve future level of service (LOS) in the morning, but
they would decrease future level of service in the afternoon and as a result are not recommended. Both morning and
afternoon future level of service would be improved by installation of a roundabout at the Highway 40 intersection
and should be analyzed further as part of any future MDT projects involving this part of the corridor planning area.
Morning - Future

Afternoon - Future

Morning With Roundabout

Afternoon With Roundabout

Location on
Highway 93

Sec/Veh

LOS

Sec/Veh

LOS

Sec/Veh

LOS

Sec/Veh

LOS

Highway 40

25.7

C

35.5

D

10.9

B

15.8

C

JP Road

10.4

B

17.2

B

8.1

A

28.4

C

13th Street

44.0

D

19.7*

B*

9.9

A

28.4

C

Simulations of the existing configuration with planned projects and a potential roundabout configuration
are consistent with the modeling analysis in the table above. Click on the links below to view simulations of
traffic flow through the Highway 40 intersection with planned projects and the existing signal or a roundabout.
Highway 40 Signalized Intersection
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Highway 40 Roundabout Intersection

Land Use Tools
Regulatory tools should be used to improve
the unattractive land use components of
commercial strips, including the following:
• large expanses of paved parking lots;
• seas of cars but few people;
• low rise buildings with cold or monotone
color for siding and no visual breaks in the
wall faces;
• large and distracting signage; and
• a lack of open space or vegetation.
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Standards already exist In Whitefish for
building and parking orientation, architecture,
signage, landscaping, open space, setbacks,
and lighting. These should be reviewed and
potentially modified to effect desired change in
the corridor over time. Vacant properties would
be developed under the revised standards
from the start. New standards would apply
to expansions, remodels, and replacement
structures in existing development over time.

To reduce the visual impact of large parking
lots in front of buildings set back far from the
highway, the zoning regulations require new
multi-family and commercial buildings be
oriented to the street with parking to the rear
or side. In Whitefish City Code, the special
provisions for mixed use and nonresidential
building development standards (§11-3-43,
WCC) require buildings to be oriented towards
the primary street frontage. Parking lots
must not be located between the building
and the primary street frontage. Buildings
must be setback a minimum of 20-feet. When
buildings are further than 20-feet from the
right-of-way, the space beyond the minimum
setback must be landscaped or provide public
amenities such as plazas, benches, bicycle
racks, pedestrian access, garbage cans or other
amenities for pedestrians. These regulations
did not come into effect until mid-2019 and
to date there are few examples of properties
in the corridor developed in compliance with
these regulations.
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These sketches adapted from the City of Steamboat Springs, Colroado Urban Design Standards
and Entry Corridor Concepts (2008) illustrate how buildings should be oriented to the street and
to each other and how parking can be easily accesible but have minimal visual impact.

The Food Coop in Bozeman, Montana uses planter boxes to
provide screening and visual interest around its parking lot.
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To mitigate the visual impacts of existing
parking lots located between the right-of-way
and the building, the updated regulations
should be applied as uses change or as
improvements are proposed. When no new
uses or upgrades are planned, property
owners should be encouraged to improve the
aesthetics of parking lots by installing planter
boxes, for example, through creation of a
corridor business association.
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Parkside Credit Union before (above) and after
(below) landscaping completed.

The improvements to Parkside Credit Union
at the corner of Baker Avenue with 13th Street
shown (left) demonstrate the value of good
landscaping. Revisions to the landscaping
regulations should also help break up the
monotony of the commercial strip by requiring
a variety of heights, masses, and colors of
plants used, or by limiting the proportion
of turf or grass used. When landscaping is
primarily turf or grass, visual interest is limited
(left). In contrast, use of shrubs and small
trees in landscaping provides visual interest
and screening around parking lots. Limiting
the amount of Kentucky blue grass and other
species that require a lot of irrigation could
also help achieve water conservation goals.
Incorporating public amenities (seating,
access, connectivity, open spaces) within the
landscaping along highway frontage would
increase pedestrian activity, which also adds to
visual interest.

Landscaping dominated by turf (above) and
with abundant shrubs and trees (below).

Currently the landscaping required of parking
lots does not apply to automotive sales lots.
This exemption should be removed for any new
sales lots or modifications to existing lots and
use of planter boxes should be allowed as a
way to break up visual monotony without the
necessity of tearing up existing pavement.
Parking may be shared between uses with
different peak hours on the same or adjacent
lots. This would result in smaller areas of
asphalt and shared stormwater facilities.
The amount of parking required for some
commercial uses could also be reduced to
minimize paved surface area and cost of
development. Medical offices in Whitefish,
for example, require almost seven off-street
parking spaces per 1,000 squre feet of gross
floor area while in Missoula, the same use
requires only four off-street parking spaces for
the same area. Whitefish parking requirements
should be reviewed for potential reductions in
some commercial uses.
Whitefish Architectural Review Standards are
written to encourage or discourage rather
than require or prohibit certain features
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Examples of non-compliant signage in the Highway 93 South corridor.
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and materials that affect the visual interest
of buildings. For example, vision glass for
windows is currently encouraged along
public streets but it is not required within
the Secondary Business district. This leaves
the Architectural Review Committee with
a somewhat reduced ability to ensure new
structures best represent the character
of Whitefish and are compatible with the
community vision for the corridor. As it
stands now, new commercial buildings must
have a shape and form that relates to the
surrounding buildings and neighborhood,
regardless of whether those existing structures
reflect the desired Whitefish character. The
architectural standards were recenlty revised
to require a range of features and materials,
and new buildings must relate only to those
surrounding buildings which were constructed
in compliance with Architectural Review
Standards. In this way, the review committee
should be better positioned to deny projects
which lack visual interest and compatibility
while still allowing for creativity and unique
design by architects.
The Highway Commercial sign district does a
good job of regulating the visual impacts of

signage in most of the corridor. All of Baker
Avenue is included in the Highway Commercial
district, but north of 13th Street the posted
speed limit is 25 mph and many lots are
smaller than in the remainder of Segment
B. It is more appropriate for Baker Avenue
north of 13th Street to be incorporated into
the Resort Community Business or Old Town
sign districts (or within a new sign district)
that considers vehicle speed and lot size.
Additionally, there remain non-conforming
billboards and single-post monument signs in
Segment B and Segment C (photos this page)
that should be brought into compliance as part
of implementing this plan.
Converting large “super” blocks to several
smaller blocks with a finer grain street network
can help create visual interest as well as
increases street frontage for businesses. It can
also provide a more walkable area and connect
neighborhoods to commercial areas.
A typical commercial strip has deep lots
and individual accesses from the highway.
Pedestrian access is difficult, and vehicles
must re-enter the highway to visit adjacent
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These illustrations from Strip Commercial and Mixed-Use Development (Hillsborough County, Florida 2014) show a typical commercial strip
above, and how it could be transformed into a more walkable strip below.

D

businesses. Nearby neighborhoods have no
direct connection to the commercial lots.
When blocks are broken up with a finer grain
street network, access to the commercial
properties is from the side or rear,
neighborhoods are connected, pedestrians
are able to access businesses, and congestion
on the highway is reduced because vehicles
do not need to re-enter the highway to get to
multiple businesses.
On the Highway 93 South corridor there is
already a fine grain street network between
Commerce Street and 13th Street west of the
highway. The same type of street network
could be encouraged on the east side of the
highway between the Mountain Mall and 13th
Street (sketches next page). An extension of
Columbia Avenue south to Greenwood Drive
is already envisioned as part of the Whitefish
Transportation Plan. A further expanded
street network with mixed uses, abundant
street trees, landscaping and green spaces,
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buildings oriented to the streets, and less
prominent parking lots are recommended to
create an active and visually interesting area
on both sides of the highway.
There are also tools to help improve the
function of commercial development
lining the highway. Right now each place of
business largely functions independent of
adjacent uses. By connecting parking lots and
pedestrian routes, customers would not need
to re-enter the highway to visit a second place
of business directly adjacent to the place of
business first visited. Large lot sizes and a
tendency for only one commercial use per lot
produces low density development or sprawl.
If multiple buildings were permitted on a
single lot with internal sidewalk connections,
a customer would be encouraged to park
once and walk between businesses.
Combined or shared driveway access
between parcels and better defined driveways
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A sketch of the large, undeveloped parcels east of the highway is shown above, and a concept for smaller blocks developed
with a mix of uses in the same area below.
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would also help improve the function of the
corridor by making movement into and out
of those parcels simpler and safer. Preference
for these types of configurations is found in
the Mixed-Use and Non-Residential Building
Development Standards (§11-3-43) adopted
in June 2019. Modifying the language in the
regulation to be a requirement rather than a
preference would make it more likely to see
physical changes over time.

The current zoning regulation §11-3-14B
Multiple Uses Same Lot requires a conditional
use permit to develop a property with
multiple buildings. Permitting multiple
buildings on large lots can help reduce the
visual impact of existing parking lots near
the road (with the addition of small buildings
along the highway), encourage mixed uses,
reduce vehicle trips and emissions, and
potentially replace the need for a large
monolithic building with smaller, less
imposing structures. To facilitate this type

of development and preserve the public’s
ability to comment on such proposals,
the regulation should be revised for the
Secondary Business District such that
multiple buildings are allowed with an
administrative conditional use permit.
While strip malls with multiple tenants are
notoriously unattractive, well designed
modest multi-tenant buildings are better
for the environment than multiple singleuse buildings. A proximity of uses makes it
possible to reduce vehicle trips and provides
more opportunities for pedestrian access.
Multi-tenant buildings can also share sewer
infrastructure costs, as well as heating and
cooling costs. Standards for mulit-tenant
buildings should be developed to ensure
attractiveness.
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